EV charging stations
Home station
Vast majority of EVs are charged in their owners homes. This means that EV owners can
charge vehicles using slow charger directly from regular socket, or by installing mode 2
home charging stations.
Using regular socket is the slowest type of charging. This is mostly used for overnight
charging, but with big capacity batteries, even an overnight charging cannot ensure 100%
battery charge for some car models. For example, 8 hours of charging using 3,3 kW power
(230V/16A) can charge maximum of 26,4 kW using single phase, and that is not enough
for a full charge of Tesla model S.
This is why EV owners can use mode 2 home chargers, which can use more power and
less time to fully charge the EV. Most models of this charging stations can easily be
installed on garage or house walls, and they are equipped with protections.

Picture 1 - Ducati komponenti home charger

Picture 2 - BOSCH home charger

Using 22 kW power, this type of home station ensures full battery capacity charge in
couple of hours.

Public stations
While home charging is available for every EV owner, this changes when we travel. As
charging vehicle could become a big issue if you are low on battery and not close to home,
public stations are getting a lot of buzz these days. Parking lots, gas stations, shopping
centers etc., are nowadays getting more and more covered with these public charging
stations.

Picture 3 - Types of public stations

Time spent on these locations is not a big number, so public chargers are mostly mode 2
or 3. Some locations have installed mode 4 chargers, but as this is not a cheap option,
these types of public stations are rare.
Problem for EV owners can be that public stations are not easily noticeable, that is why
there are a lot of web sites and smartphone apps that can be used for finding the nearest
charging
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(http://www.plugshare.com/,

https://chargejuice.com/ etc.).
Most of these websites contain information about chargers and their availability. As more
and more public stations are equipped with communication modules and have some kind
of managing software installed, one can easily see which charger is available, and even
reserve a place for charging.

With daily increasing number of charging stations and EVs, other business branches
include EV chargers as their point of interest for customers. So it is not really uncommon
to find hotels, shopping centers or other organizations to advertise their place using EV
chargers. Also, some booking websites include option to search a place to stay or visit
using a filter with “EV charger available”.

Picture 2 - EV charging station map - www.plugshare.com

Picture 3 - Charging stations "field" at Portland airport

Using a public station is more or less the same with every producer, but identification and
payment differ. There is no single solution that is used for every station. For user
identification some use RFID cards, some use smartphone app, and a lot of charging

stations do not require identification, but only payment by credit/debit card, mobile phone,
or coins. Using user identification with RFID card or an app can allow more flexibility in
terms of payment to charging service provider (pre-paid, post-paid).
Best selling EV producer in USA, Tesla, has developed its own “Supercharger” for
superfast charging of their models S and X. These superchargers deliver up to 120 kW DC
current directly to the battery. This makes Tesla supercharger currently the fastest EV
charger available, but it is limited only to Tesla models S and X. Other EVs cannot use this
technology for battery charging.
As all superchargers are the same, Tesla model S and X owners can use them worldwide,
and interestingly, free of charge for life. Furthermore, Tesla model S and X have installed
trip planning software according to existing superchargers. With this option, Tesla model S
and X owners can be sure that they will not run out of “juice” on their trips.

Picture 4 - European Tesla Supercharger map - https://www.teslamotors.com/supercharger

Picture 5 - Tesla Supercharger - https://www.teslamotors.com

